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The European VLBI Network (EVN)

•

Primary targets are
quasars (TB~1012 K)
and other type of AGN

•

As well as masers,
forming stars, SNe,
active stellar systems
pulsars etc.

•

Run by 14 organizations, 20+
radio telescopes on 4 continents

•

Wavelengths from 90cm-0.7mm, most
frequently used at 18cm and 6cm

•

5-10 Jy typical sensitivity in 8h @ 18cm,
1 mas resolution @ 6cm

•

Western-EVN in real-time e-VLBI mode:
ideal for transients or exploratory surveys

•

Very sensitive to 10-100 mas structures

•

Central Processor: JIVE, Dwingeloo, NL

•

Operates correlator, support users, R&D

Why all the effort to make it e-EVN?

• The idea from has been from Day 1 of EXPReS to have a flexible e-EVN that can be triggered from
other instruments
• It has been thought that e-VLBI could be a natural solution to >Gbps VLBI
• The closed feedback loop, and, publishable results within ~day (in the for of scientific telegrams)
was of course very neat as well

What is the status of (e-VLBI) transient
science?
science?

•
•
•
•
•

What have we achieved so far (scientifically)?
What are the most interesting science drivers?
What are the future challenges (automated triggering!)
Putting things in a broader context, not only radio!
Apropos:
i. NEXPReS finishing
ii. SKA Baseline Design study first draft published

Lessons learned from optical transient surveys
•
•
•
•

Recent optical transient suveys have opened up the transient parameter space
The Palomar Transient Factory (PTF) has identified a number of “gap transients” (left panel)
The new types include the fast and faint class of classical novae (right panel)
The Zwicky Transient Facility will probe the sub-day parameter space (still rather unexplored)

Kulkarni and Kasliwal (2009), PTF/LSST white paper

• Optical lightcurve of 5 Ca-rich gap transients
• Lower luminosity/faster evolution compared
to normal SNe
• Note radio follow-up of transients on similar
timescales require very flexible instruments
• The e-EVN did help with this, but the
observing time is very limited!

Kasliwal (2012)

Sources of trigger:
• Optical: PTF, CRTS, MASTER, OGLE->GAIA ! etc.
• X-rays: MAXI, Swift
• Gamma-rays: Fermi, INTEGRAL, AGILE, NuSTAR
• Current rate of significant VOEventNet triggers is ~0.5/day, i.e. ~0.25/day visible for the EVN
• But, it is not known what fraction of these would be detected in the radio, and how much the
radio signal would be delayed…
 when shall we start the follow-up and at which rate we should observe?

Rise time in incoherent synchrotron self-absorbed transients
• “Slow transients” (t >2s) dominantly from optically thick synchrotron emission in the radio
• Strong frequency dependence of the radio lightcurve ( optical depth  1/ )
• Delays from high-energy/optical triggers varies strongly depending on type of the transient

•`
Example: GRB afterglows
• Population synthesis modelling of GRB
peak flux density [Jy] vs. peak time [days]
• For a detection of the afterglow, it is
important when and at what frequency
we observe
• This may explain some of the non-detections
 although since then it was shown that a
significant fraction of GRB are radio-quiet

• NOTE: KVN as a source of high frequency
radio triggers?
Figure from Giancarlo Ghirlanda

Radio transients in the Local Universe

• Obvious advantages of VLBI: localization at unprecedented resolution (~< mas)
e.g. distinguish between flaring AGN activity from another type of nuclear transient
• Can probe nonthermal brightness temperatures up to ~1012 K
• Measure tiny displacements (10100 as regime): structural changes, proper motion,
parallax!

Local Universe
• d  200 Mpc corresponds to z~0.05
• For 1 mas (typical VLBI) resolution, the corresponding linear size is 1 parsec @ z=0.05
• Within 200 Mpc, highly relativistic, beamed ejecta can be resolved within a few months
(source size exceeding ~0.1 mas; proper motion measured in the ~100 as regime)
• So far closest classical long-GRB @ z = 0.168, onlyone resolved by VLBI; app=35c
 In most extreme cases VLBI horizon might be expanded to ~ 1 Gpc, z=0.35
 Mildly relativistic ejecta can be studed on similar timescales up to a few tens of Mpc

Extragalactic transients
I. Type Ib/c SNe, GRB
•
•
•

Death of massive stars: Collapsar model
GRB/SNe jets: VLBI imaging is challenging
No firm imaging evidence for SNe so far

Woosley (1993)
MacFadyan & Woosley (1999)
Granot & Loeb (2003)
•

It has been claimed that normal Type Ib/c may produce mildly relativistic
outflows – no firm evidence so far (e.g. Paragi et al. 2010)

SN2007gr

Masaomi Tanaka

EVN+GBT

II. Nearby Type II SNe

A spectacular supernova factory in Arp299A
• IC694 (=Arp299A) is a Luminuous Infrared Galaxy that hosts
an intense burst of starformation leading to numerous
explosions of core-collapse SNe. Many of these are hidden by
dust at optical wavelenghts
• Closely spaced EVN e-VLBI observations show a number of
new radio sources appear. There are 26 radio sources in the
central 150pc that are most likely young radio SNe or
supernova remnants. Three sources have unusual properties,
they are likely influenced by the local ISM
• The results support for a recent (10–15 Myr) instantenous
starburst in the nuclear region

• Further monitoring will allow to estimate the supernova rate
in this system, which will further help to constrain the
starformation rate and the initial mass-function and starburst
scenarios at work
Perez-Torres et al., 2009, A&A 507, L17

Later: 1.7 GHz e-EVN data show the long missed AGN!
Perez-Torres et al., 2010, A&A 519, L5

III. Tidal Disruption Events: Sw J1644+57

Zauderer et al. 2011
2011 Apr 12, e-EVN

Berger et al. 2012

2012 Mar 8, EVN

In-beam phase-referencing monitoring
project, aiming for ~10 as accuracy
(Yang et al.)

Galactic transients
IV. Black Hole X-ray Binaries

Core size [mas]

Size change [mas]

MAXI J1659-152

Flux density [mJy]
X-ray lightcurve

• Shortest period BHXRB

dcore~ rcore
Coreshift [mas]
Hardness-Intensity

• Source size changes vs.
flux density and core shift
are in agreement with the
compact jet model.
• Some core quenching is
observed, but no bright,
discrete ejecta through
the state transition.
• Similar behaviour seen
in Cyg X-1.
(Rushton et al. 2012)
• Not powerful enough to
produce strong shocks
in the flow?

Paragi et al. (2011, 2013)

V. Sources of TeV emission
HESS J0632+057, -ray BH binary candidate
•

Radio source is within 14 mas of the
Be star (MWC 148) optical position

 TeV emission produced <20 AU
of the star, strongly suggesting the
presence of a compact object in close orbit;
Tb>106 K – nonthermal radio emission
Moldon, Ribo & Paredes, A&A 533, L7, 2011

TeV flare near the Crab-pulsar

e-EVN – HST

e-EVN – CHANDRA

Lobanov et al., A&A, 533, A10, 2011

VI. Cataclismic variables
SS Cyg, a dwarf nova
• Radio detections challenging, require very fast
response to potical triggers
Koerding et al., (2008)

• Triggering VLBI (VLBA & e-EVN) made very
accurate parallax measurements possible
• Proved accretion theory of dwarf novae right!
Miller Jones et al., 2013, Science, 340, 950

The future of very long baseline transient
science with the e-EVN
Why VLBI:

 astrometry (~100–1000 as  10 as)
 resolution – brightness temperature up to 1012 K

Why EVN:
 most sensitive (but: limited observing time, especially
for the most sensitive and longest baseline configurations!)
 unique short-spacings in the array, especially with e-MERLIN
 e-VLBI advantages as in earlier examples; in addition, easier
handling of huge datasets (traditional and transient surveys)
What has to be addressed further:
 More observing time

EVN-lite
 FoV limitation
 Automated triggering and correlation (NEXPReS)
Improving on first two will make large surveys possible, and in combination
with the third point the transient parameter space can be expanded.

e-Merlin

EVN-lite

EVN field of view

EVN

1/SEFD* [Jy]

 EVN FoV limited by phased
array WSRT to ~arcsec
 Without WSRT, FoV is NOT
limited by largest element, it is
a combination of all telescope
FoVs (Ström et al. 2004)

Ef-Jb
(VLBA)

 FoV is ~ VLBA FOV (30’ @
1.6 GHz), but extra sensitivity
in the centre)

Radius [arcmin]

(from Stephen Bourke)

 By adding all the WSRT
telescopes to the EVN
correlator independently, we
could have a full sensitivity,
large FoV VLBI network 
ARTS

Large field of view VLBI
Multiple phase centres within
the primary beam

Correlate in large FoV mode [8k channels, ~ms int.]
Shift uv data and average down in  and t .
Morgan et al. (2011), A&A 526, A140
 Implemented in DiFX and SFXC
 Efficient VLBI surveys
 Calibration: either compact
, or a
combination of ; may probe100s!!!
Middelberg et al. (2012), AN 333, 447

 Thermal noise limited images, no  errors
 Systematic astrometry errors minimized,
relative astrometry in the 10 as regime
(purely  and SNR dependent errors)
 Data size still manageable
~10 mJy

~ 1 mJy

LOCATe proposal
LOCating Astophysical Transients
(with e-VLBI)

 Geared specially towards fast radio transients:
coherent transients on 10 ms timescales
 But aims to target any radio transients with
automated response to VO EventNet triggers
(NEXPReS: first steps in this direction)

Stream 12 WSRT-APERTIF dish
data independently to SFXC

 Fast transient prompt emission localization, or,
afterglow localization on mas scales might be
possible – triggered from ARTS

ARTS

ARTS PI: Joeri van Leeuwen

Lorimer et al. (2007)

